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Lila Rutten: We are currently using this tool to track adaptations in delivery of complex intervention across 18 
clinical practices. Super helpful!! 

Erika Crable (she/her): Decision point: to plan and execute adaptations 

Dennis Gurfinkel: we're looking at adaptations in our intervention using FRAME and looking at how the different 
elements (i.e., what, why, fidelity, etc.) relate with each other 

Erika Crable (she/her): A colleague of mine uses the CDC'S Replication for Effective Programs (REP). I'm curious 
how MADI or FRAME would integrate with REP 

Erika Crable (she/her): or maybe MADI/FRAME offer an alternative approach 

Lila Rutten: Really appreciated Brian Mittman's distinction (made during his Keynote) between core functions of 
the intervention components vs. core components. This allows greater flexibility in terms of thinking about fidelity 
to the intervention when making adaptations. 

Heather MacLeod: I am having clinicians ‘use’ a tool and then will gather information on the barriers and 
facilitators for ‘use’ which  may require adaptations. I was going to use an adaptation framework to systematically 
build the adaptations. 

Dennis Gurfinkel: when using the redcap/ualtrics for tracking, if you learn of an adaptation from multiple sources 
(i.e., interview and observation), would you fill out one for each mode or just one per adaptation? Because we 
found elements of adaptations could be different depending on who you talk to and how you find out about 
adaptations 

Shannon Wiltsey Stirman PhD (she/her): sws1@stanford.edu  

Erika Crable (she/her): Thank you for sharing your knowledge! 
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